Spectral collapse, the transition from discrete to continuous spectrum, is a characteristic in quantum Rabi models. We explore this phenomenon in the two-photon quantum Rabi model in optical phase space and find that, in the so-called degenerate qubit regime, the collapse is similar to that happening in the transition from a quantum harmonic to an inverted quadratic potential with the free-partical potential as transition point. In this regime, it is possible to construct Diracnormalizable eigenfunctions for the model that show well defined parity. In the general model, we use parity to diagonalize the system in the qubit basis and numerically find that the qubit frequency does not change the critical point where spectral collapse occurs. *
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum Rabi model [1] describes the minimal coupling between a two-level system and a boson field. Experimental realizations of the model exist in a range of quantum platforms [2] [3] [4] . Experimentalists can tailor their quantum systems to explore extensions of the model [5] that has fueled theoretical extensions as well [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . We are interested in the process of two-photon exchange reported with atoms [12] and solid state devices [13] . In this so-called two-photon quantum Rabi model,
the qubit and boson field are described by the two-level energy gap related to the frequency ω 0 and the frequency ω. The coupling between these is given by the parameter g 2 . The qubit is described by Pauli matricesσ i and the field by annihilation (creation) operatorŝ a (â † ). In the two-photon quantum Rabi model, qubit flop accompanies the creation or destruction of two photons. This process resembles parametric up (down) conversion . The latter has varied theoretical and experimental applications [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , that might point to the importance of a better understanding of the former.
An interesting characteristic of the single-photon quantum Rabi model is the spectral collapse that occurs in the so-called relativistic regime [21] . There, we can follow the transition from a discrete spectrum in the so-called degenerate qubit regime where the model is equivalent to a driven cavity and the so-called relativistic regime where the model is equivalent to Dirac equation in (1 + 1)D with continuous spectrum. The eigenstates of the model interpolating between these two regimes transition from the superposition of even and odd displaced number states to that of infinitely squeezed coherent states, respectively. Here, we want to show that the spectral collapse in the two-photon quantum Rabi model, existing at a critical coupling and providing a spectrum with discrete and continuous part [22] , has a different nature than the one in the single-photon quantum Rabi model.
In the following, we discuss the spectral collapse mechanism in the two-photon quantum Rabi model. First, we rewrite the Hamiltonian for the model in optical phase space. This allows us to compare it with a quantum mechanical system whose effective potential transitions from harmonic to inverted oscillator form. Second, we analytically study this transition in the degenerate qubit regime and provide its solution in quadrature-representation that confirms the critical coupling dependence on just the boson frequency. Then, we conduct a numerical analysis in both the full two-photon quantum Rabi Hamiltonian and in its diagonalization in the qubit basis to confirm the null effect of the qubit frequency on the critical coupling. We present results for on-resonance and off-resonance surveys that also confirm the existence of an exceptional eigenstate with finite norm at the critical coupling of every parameter set. Finally, we close with a conclusion.
II. OPTICAL PHASE SPACE MODEL
We are interested in the mechanism behind spectral collapse reported in the two-photon quantum Rabi model [22, 23] . For reasons that will become clear in the following, we move into optical phase space [24] ,
and perform a π/2 rotation around the axis defined byσ y such that the we arrive to the Hamiltonian, up to a constant factor,
Moving into a frame defined by a unitary rotation in terms of a Fourier-like rotation,
and choosing a rotation angle θ = π/2, we recover a rotated two-photon quantum Rabi
where we define the dimensionless auxiliary parameters α ± = ω ± 2g 2 and use the shorthand notationσ 0 for the identity matrix andR θ ≡R(θ). This analogy immediately brings to our mind the idea of spectral collapse as the diagonal element of this Hamiltonian transitions from harmonic to free-particle form when the auxiliary parameter takes the value α − = 0 at the critical coupling g c = ω/2. For values larger than the critical coupling, the diagonal element takes the form of an inverted oscillator, α − < 0.
In the past, we showed that a competition between Hamiltonians with components showing discrete and continuous spectrum produces the spectral collapse in the single-photon quantum Rabi model [21] . There, the collapse occurs from the transition from driven-cavitylike, in the degenerate-qubit regime, into a relativistic (1 + 1)D Dirac-like Hamiltonian, in the relativistic regime. We have a different mechanism in the two-photon quantum Rabi model. Here, the diagonal term shows spectral collapse in the degenerate-qubit regime equivalent to a transition from harmonic oscillator to free-particle and then to inverted harmonic oscillator.
III. DEGENERATE QUBIT REGIME
Let us focus on the boson component attached to the identity element in the qubit basis, an analogy to the so-called degenerate qubit regime where ω 0 → 0,
We can think of the second right-hand-side term as a potential V (q) = α −q 2 that takes the form of a harmonic oscillator showing discrete spectrum for α − > 0 with ω > 2g 2 , Fig.   1 (a), and two regimes with continuous spectrum in the form of free-particle for α − = 0 with ω = 2g 2 , Fig. 1(b) , or inverted oscillator for α − < 0 with ω < 2g 2 , Fig. 1(c) . Thus, the spectral collapse in the degenerate-qubit regime is related to the transition from harmonic to free-particle potential. Suppose that the vector |λ 0 is an eigenvector of the diagonal elementĤ 0 with eigenvalue λ 0 . We can use a quadrature-representation to find linearly independent solutions to the diagonal element,
in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function 1 F 1 (a; b; z) [25] . We introduce the auxiliary parameters α 2 = (ω − 2g 2 )/(ω + 2g 2 ) and Ω = ω 2 − 4g 2 2 , modal amplitudes c 1 and c 2 that include normalization constants, and the scaled eigenvalue
that is real for parameters ω > 2g 2 , diverges for ω = 2g 2 , and becomes complex for ω < 2g 2 .
In the first case ω > 2g 2 , we recover the discrete, equidistant, harmonic oscillator spectrum,
with corresponding Hermite-Gauss eigenfunctions,
Then, for the free-particle-like case ω = 2g 2 , the spectrum collapse and becomes continuous with Dirac-delta normalizable forward and backward propagating monocromatic plane wave eigenfunctions,
with real positive eigenvalues λ (II) ∈ [0, ∞). In the inverted oscillator case ω < 2g 2 , the spectrum remains continuous and the eigenfunctions are Dirac-delta normalizable [26] ,
with real eigenvalue λ (III) ∈ R, where we define the auxiliary real parameter η = iλ (III) Ω −1 − 1/2, and use the parabolic cylinder function D η (x) [25] . We want to stress that both Diracnormalizable solutions with continuous spectra allow the construction of states with well defined parity.
IV. GENERAL MODEL
Now, let us try to address the process behind the spectral collapse in the general model by considering its symmetries [22] . For starters, we can partition the boson Hilbert space into even and odd sectors and rewrite the rotated two-photon quantum Rabi Hamiltonian, up to a constant,
in terms of the elements of the SU (1, 1) group such that K z ,K ± = ±K ± and K + , Each subspace has a parity operatorΠ q = e iπ(Kz−q) and the action of these operators in the subspaces can be found in [27, 28] . We use a Foulton-Gouterman transformation [6] to diagonalize the rotated two-photon quantum Rabi Hamiltonian in the qubit basis,
We use the parityΠ q as auxiliary operator for this. The four Hamiltonians, one for each boson sector and up to a constant,
have a form where the first two right-hand-side terms have discrete and the last term has continuous spectrum. The competition between these terms defines the spectral collapse in the full rotated two-photon quantum Rabi model.
We can numerically explore this transition in each boson subspace, but we will focus on the even excited subspace H 1/4,+ for the sake of brevity. Figure 2 shows the first twenty five eigenvalues for this subspace associated to the upper diagonal termĤ 1/4,+ using a truncated boson Hilbert subspace of 2 13 . We can compare these results with those from the full rotated two-photon quantum Rabi model using a truncated space of 2 12 photons to good agreement. In both cases, we accept an eigenvalue and eigenfunction pair if the norm of the last 20% components of the boson sector of the eigenvector is less than 10 −6 . Once we reach the critical value for the coupling constant g c = 2ω, there is but a single converged eigenfunction as the spectrum becomes continuous and the truncation method is no longer viable to solve the eigenvalue problem. Analytic and numeric results are in good agreement.
A key characteristic arises in these results, there is always an exceptional solution at the critical coupling g c = ω/2 in each boson subspace as reported in Ref. [22] .
We explore different parameter space to numerically verify the dependence of the critical coupling on just the field frequency. In particular, we surveyed two off-resonance models. the results. It seems that the addition of the parity has no effect on the critical coupling nor on the exceptional solution at the critical coupling.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose that the mechanism behind spectral collapse, the transition from discrete to continuous spectrum, in the two-photon quantum Rabi model is analogous to a transition from a harmonic into an inverted oscillator with the critical point being an analogous to a free particle at a critical coupling parameter of half the boson field frequency. It is straightforward to show this mechanism in the degenerate qubit regime using optical phase space representation. This spectral collapse mechanism remains unchanged outside the degenerate qubit regime as numerical experiments show no change in the critical coupling for the explored values of the qubit frequency. Our results confirm the existence of an exceptional 
